In this research, first of all, we generalize the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the one-sample problem using score function. Then we derive the asymptotic normality of the generalized statistics using the large sample approximation theorem. For this, we apply the Liapounov central limit theorem. Then we compare the efficiency among the generalized signed-rank tests with various forms of the score function through a simulation study. Finally, we discuss the interesting features of median and comment briefly on the resampling methods for the derivation of the null distributions for any given nonparametric statistics.
Introduction
In almost all statistical communities, as a location parameter, the mean has been used in quite exclusive way for the inference of a population or populations. However the fact that the Cauchy distribution does not have its mean is famous and makes it difficult to apply the Z-or T -test for the inference with the mean for the theoretic reason since it may yield quite absurd results. For this reason, one may apply a nonparametric test such as the sign (cf. Randles and Wolfe, 1979) or Wilcoxon signed-rank test (cf. Wilcoxon, 1945 ) whose testing object is not the mean but median for the one-sample problem. In this respect, one may well consider that median may be more suitable for a location parameter of a population than the mean when the information about the underlying distribution is ambiguous. However in reality, the use of median has been limited for the statistical inferences with various reasons which will be discussed in later section.
As nonparametric testing procedures based on median for the one-sample problem, the sign and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests have been proposed up to now. The sign test requires only the continuity for the underlying distributions while the Wilcoxon signed-rank one does the additional requirement of the symmetry about median with the continuity. One may consider that the sign statistic assigns equal weight for all observations while the signed-rank one does different weight according as the distance from a hypothesized median for each observation.
For the two-sample case, under the location translation model, the Wilcoxon rank sum test has been famous and applied to many statistical problems since it requires only the continuity of the underlying distributions. However Park (2015) has noted that the location translation parameter can be regarded as a median of the distribution of the difference between two random variables which satisfy the location translation assumption and generalized the rank sum statistic by re-expressing it into a type of signed-rank statistic with this notice.
For obtaining the null distribution of nonparametric statistics, one may use the permutation principle (cf. Good, 2000 and Pesarin and Salmaso, 2010) for the small sample case. Then it is usual to derive the asymptotic normality with large sample approximation theorem for the large sample case. However nowadays, it has become popular to obtain the null distributions using the permutation principle even for the large sample case by with the Monte-Carlo approach with the rapid developments of computer capacity and its related softwares. Also we will discuss more about this in later section.
In this study, first of all, we consider to unify the two nonparametric statistics for the one-sample problem and then propose a generalization of them by introducing score functions. The rest of this paper will be organized in the following order. In the next section, we consider to re-express the two nonparametric statistics with score function and derive the asymptotic normality using the large sample approximation theorem. Then we compare the performance of our proposed test with the existing ones with the two types of score functions through a simulation study in Section 3 with applying the permutation principle. Finally we discuss some interesting features related with the nonparametric one sample testing procedure in Section 4.
Generalization with score function
Suppose that X 1 , · · · , X n be a random sample from a population with the continuous distribution function F which has a median θ. With the data set, suppose that we are interested in testing H 0 : θ = θ 0 , where θ 0 is a pre-specified value. Then the sign and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests have been the most successful and widely applied nonparametric procedures with the following statistics,
where I(·) is the indicate function and R + i , the rank of |X i − θ 0 | among
) be a score function which is defined on the ranks R + i 's and may have non-negative values. Then one may propose a generalized signed-rank statistic W (φ) as
In this study, we may not require any restriction to choose the score function φ(R Then the testing rule would reject H 0 : θ = θ 0 for some large values of W (φ) in favor of H 1 : θ > θ 0 . Then in order to complete the test, we need the null distribution of W (φ). For the small sample case, it would be possible to obtain the null distribution of W (φ) using the permutation principle. However for the large sample case, it is customary to consider the limiting distribution using the large sample approximation theorem. For this, first of all, we need the following result. 
converges in distribution to a standard normal random variable.
For the proof of Lemma 1, you may refer to Randles and Wolfe (1979) . In order to apply Lemma 1 for the asymptotic normality, we define a sum of random variables such that
where U 1 , · · · , U n are mutually stochastically independent with
We note that W (φ) and U are equal in distribution under H 0 : θ = θ 0 (cf. Randles and Wolfe, 1979 ). Then we may obtain the null expectation (E 0 ) and variance (V 0 ) of W (φ) in the following way.
we have that
Then we obtain the following result.
Proof. Since W (φ) and U are equal in distribution under H 0 : θ = θ 0 , it is enough to prove Theorem using U with invoking Lemma 1. For this, first of all, we choose δ = 1 in Lemma 1. First of all, we note that for each j, j = 1, · · · , n, we have
Then we have that
and
Thus with the fact that U 1 , · · · , U n are mutually stochastically independent by invoking to Lemma 1, we obtain the result. Then one may carry out the testing procedure for testing H 0 : θ = θ 0 with the asymptotic manner by applying Theorem by obtaining asymptotic p-value. Also we note that one may obtain the exact distribution function by applying the permutation principle for the small sample case. Because of the amount of computational burden, it is customary to apply the permutation principle with the Monte-Carlo approach. In the next section, we investigate the performance of our generalization of signed-rank test by comparing the empirical powers with those of the sign and Wilcoxon signed rank ones through a simulation study with applying the permutation principle with the Monte-Carlo approach.
An example and simulation study
In this section, first of all, we illustrate our test procedure with an example. The following data set is a part of dog anesthesia data (cf. Westfall and Young, 1993 ). The present data gauged the time interval between heartbeats in milliseconds for two cases such as the density of CO 2 is high and low when halothane is absent for 19 dogs. Main concern is that there is any difference between the two cases for the density of CO 2 is high and low. Since this data may be considered the paired data, we can apply the one sample nonparametric test procedure for this data. Then in order to test H 0 : θ = 0, we considered T -, sign and signed rank tests. Also for the signed rank test, we used the three kinds of score function φ such as Wilcoxon, reverse and two-way. The reverse and two-way score functions are defined as follows:
(1) φ(j) = n − j + 1 for j = 1, · · · , n (Reverse) (2) φ = 1 for 1 ≤ n ≤ n/2 and φ = 2 for n/2 + 1 ≤ jlen (Two-way). Reverse score function implies the reverse order of the ordinary rank system. In other words, the rank of the largest observation allocates 1 and that of the smallest one does n from the sample X 1 , · · · , X n . In this example, we note that n = 19. Then we have summarized the test results in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we note that all the tests except sign one show some significant results when we use the significance level 0.05. From now on, we carry out a simulation study for the assessment of performance of our proposed procedure with the T -, sign and Wilcoxon signedrank tests. Also for signed rank tests, we used the reverse and two-way score functions for φ which are introduced for the example. Also for this simulation study, we consider the following symmetric distributions such as normal, Cauchy, double exponential and logistic distributions with unit variance except Cauchy distribution We note that we only considered the symmetric distributions for this simulation study since the proposed procedure would be effective for the symmetric ones. The parameters of Cauchy distribution are 0 and 1 for the location and scale, respectively. For the sample sizes, we chose the following three cases: n=10, 20 and 30. All the simulations have been carried out with 10,000 repetition with the Monte-Carlo approach. All the necessary computations have been done using the SAS/IML with PC version. All the results are summarized in the Tables 3 through 6 .
From Tables, we note that Case (2) (Two-way) performs very well for the double-exponential and logistic distributions. We note that for the logistic distribution, Case (2) shows almost the same performance with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Especially, we note that the Wilcoxon score is locally most powerful when the underlying distribution is logistic. However the Case (1) shows very poor performance for all distributions. Finally we note that the sign test shows the superb performance when the underlying distribution is the Cauchy.
Some concluding remarks
For a long time, the use of median has been confined chiefly to the testing problems even in the nonparametric statistics. However it has been applied to the statistical process control such as the control chart and process capability indices. Park (2009 and 2011) compared the efficiencies with various distributions through simulation studies. The reason of the difficulty for using median instead of the mean of population comes from the facts that the derivation of exact distribution for sample median is difficult even though the distribution of the given population is known and a limiting one only can be available effectively. Also the non-uniqueness of median (in the sense of population and sample) may be another reason for the unpopularity for median in practical use. However since the capacity of computer facility with the development of its softwares have been greatly enhanced, the use and application of median have been activated very much. In passing, we note that Park (2015) proposed a generalization of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the two sample problem by noting the distribution of the difference between the random variables under the location translation model is symmetric around its median.
The nonparametric procedure for the inference has been rapidly developed with the pace of the development of the computer capacity and its softwares since the exact null distributions of the corresponding nonparametric statistics should be based on the permutation principle (Good, 2000 , Pesarin and Salmaso, 2010 and Hong et al., 2013 which relies on heavily a resampling method. Also another resampling method is the bootstrap one (Efron, 1979) . The difference between the two resampling methods is as follows: the permutation principle resamples without replacement while the bootstrap method does with replacement. However it is known that the results between the two methods are quite different. We note that the permutation test is exact but conditional. However since we apply the permutation principle with the Monte-Carlo approach, the results of the tests are asymptotically exact. Also in this study, we have used the permutation principle for obtaining the null distribution for each statistic. 
